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Voters: each voter is responsible for our choice. In 2016 we were attacked by

Russia, who interfered with our election. Russia started interfering as far back as

2012 and they focused on conservatives so they could place a president who

would help their agenda. 1/

Denying it happened is silly. Every one of our intel agencies including the Senate has agreed we were overwhelmingly

attacked by Russia. No, they didn’t change votes, but they changed MINDS. Their aim was to create chaos, make us

distrust our government, and they wanted...2/

...division so we would have a civil war. The Kremlin wanted Trump as president. He was the man for them to manipulate.

SO it is urgent we realize that this insurrection which was incited by Trump fits right into one of Russia’s Active Measures

https://t.co/8Ifgu4PmYH

3.

We have a choice. We live in a democracy. We are protected in this democracy. We are free to speak, to worship, to protest

to get peaceful redress (remedy for problems) and in authoritarian countries, such freedoms don’t exist. Trump is a criminal

who wants to...4/

...overthrow this government. He has been taking illegal steps and is trying to throw out millions of legal votes. He used his

power, our tax money and his status to file and he lost over 60 lawsuits trying to prove election fraud. He did not prove fraud.

The election is...

5

...LAWFUL. And here we are, he has been impeached for inciting insurrection. He has committed sedition and the evidence

of his criminal activities piles up. We all have seen the violence, the shocking videos of the people attacking the Capitol,

hunting for Nancy Pelosi and ...6/

Pence. What were they going to do to her? To Pence? One man had ziptie handcuffs and others built a gallows for Pence. 

Trump threatened Pence. He sent those people into the Capitol. Listen to the audio of them inside the building. They say
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Trump sent them. 

 

7/

WATCH the 2018 movie “Active Measures.” A quote from the preview says “What’s at stake is TRUTH and the cause of

Liberty.” https://t.co/8Ifgu4PmYH Watch it. It explains how we now have a Russian Asset as president. Nobody talks about it

but...

8/

Today on Fox, as I was skimming thru the channels I heard Marie Bartiromo on Fox mention the “Russian hoax” and I

changed the channel quickly. IT WAS NO HOAX. She was definitely using Russian Active Measure Propaganda

Terminology to brainwash her listeners.

9/

We must learn to recognize Russian Propaganda methods. Trump, as an asset, has used these terms, knowingly or as a

“useful idiot,” a manipulated person who can be used to advance Russia’s cause...which is to destroy democracy.

10/

https://t.co/8Ifgu4PmYH


We must preserve our democracy. We are accountable. To the extent we are able, we must act to preserve our country.

Sadly, we hear the enemies of democracy use some of these same words. @tedcruz is an example. He used to be a

“constitutional conservative” and in no way...

11/

https://twitter.com/tedcruz
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